march of your own development and achievements for the profession?it is an epoch to us, that marks an advanced stage of attainment, a resting place in the history of our labor, a newyear's day in our calendar, bounding one complete cycle of progress, and opening another in perspective. To you an expectation is born, to us a hope is fulfilled, an aspiration is realized, a task is accomplished, a long wished, toil-won eminence is reached. This, which is your present and point of departure, is that future of our early hopes ^0 which our eyes have looked and our steps have tended, as to an accepted terminus of our fond ambition, and the feeling is strong upon us to sit down now and rehearse the history of the past, its struggles, and its triumphs, and live over again in the accomplishment the pleasures which it so often yielded us in the anticipations of an assuring faith.
Our eyes would fondly linger by the way, tracing on memory's njap the devious, difficult, but dete mined pathway of that progress which your birth-day crowns and celebrates ; but your gaze is turned with ardor into the prospect that opens up before you, and we must turn with you, forgetting the things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, and press together toward the mark for the prize of our high calling in a very noble profession. When I speak of this day, distinguished by its grand event, as "an high day," a holyday ; I mean not that the repose it brings to our solicitude, and the refreshment it ministers to our wonted toil, may rightly diminish devotion to our duty, or afford a furlough from its service, but, in my conception, the occasion has the character of a festival, affording a happy hour of liberated thought and feeling, strongly tempting the fancy to wander at will in the track familiar to the footsteps of those who have made the journey which brings us to this hour of happy consummation. But I am recalled from those pleasant passages of the beaten pathway to stand with you upon the high ground that we have reached, and look around and before us, to leave the route of recollection for the survey of the field we occupy, and the prospect that opens beyond it.
Where stand we, and what lies within the circuit of our vision ? One glance at the retrospect, and then let us look steadily at our position and our duties. Twenty-five years ago, dentistry was practiced as a secret art.
It neither was, nor pretended to be, a liberal, any more than a learned, profession. Then two or three dentists sufficed for the practice of Boston, an equal number for Philadelphia, and in the same proportion* The esprit du corps feeds the fire in every bosom, and the habit of effort, while it keeps the aim high, preserves the youthfulness and energy of ambition fresh and glowing.
You will go back to your every-day engagements from these conventions with the life of the whole association glowing in you, and will distribute its impulses all around you. Under these influences that study, which those who study much know best is never done, will happily never stop undone and unendeavored; and the rust of sloth will not be allowed to steal over and eat out the life of your young energies.
I can but hint at those ancillary arts and sciences which may be made richly to contribute to the general improvement of your society, through the diversified capabilities of its large membership ; but I will hope that such a hint may sufficiently serve its purpose. We commend and commit you to your task, and, with our heartiest and hopefullest words of cheer, trust you for the issue
